
 
Team Opportunity 
Increasing fan interaction and engagement through email list and 
social platforms is a 2022 goal for our team.  With the world 
beginning to get back to normal, we are getting back in the groove 
and ready to hit the road again.  As our current team prepares to return to their pre-pandemic 
tasks and responsibilities, a new album coming out in a couple of months, and the show 
calendar booking up quickly, we need to add a new member to our team!   
 
Email List Coordinator 
♫ Manage the fan email list for Justin LaBrash Singer/Songwriter 
♫ Coordinate with Justin and his Business Manager/Publicity Team to write and send out 1-3 
relevant email blasts per month.  
♫ Develop a plan to increase fan engagement through the email list 
♫ Approximately an average of 5-10 hours per month 
♫ Contract position with remuneration at $150/month 
♫ Start beginning of May 2022 
♫ This is a remote position 
 

If this sounds like a fun, ongoing side gig for you, please send an email outlining your relevant 
experience and interest to: justin.labrash@gmail.com   Any questions can be sent via email 
to that address as well! 
 
Justin LaBrash Bio 
Award-winning, Canadian country recording artist, Justin LaBrash, entertains audiences with a 
high energy live show. He has played throughout Canada from Vancouver to St. John’s to the 
Northwest Territories and many points in between. LaBrash is the SCMA Emerging Artist of 
the Year, multiple SCMA and SMA nominee and now CCMA nominee for the inaugural Live 
Innovation Award for his #driveinsask 2020 Tour, North America’s first drive-in concert tour. 
Justin’s recent singles have progressively charted on the Canadian radio charts, including, 
“See You in the Stars”, which went all the way to #1 on the Canadian True North Country 
Radio Indie chart!! Justin released his debut EP in 2016, his first full length album in 2018, and 
an acoustic EP in 2020.  His fourth studio project will be ready for your listening pleasure in the 
summer of 2022. 
 
Justin is proud of his roots and where he comes from. Summer 2021 saw him launch his first 
clothing line, Ranch Line, paying tribute to his fellow ranchers and cowboys.  He believes 
strongly in building communities and “paying it forward”. Justin is an official ambassador for the 
Teddy Bears Anonymous and each drive-in concert during the #driveinsask Tour 2020 and 
The Hell or High Water Tour 2021 spotlighted a local charitable organization, raising 
awareness and thousands of dollars for more than a dozen Saskatchewan charities. 
 
With his country roots running deep, his big heart and endless energy, follow along to see 
where Justin LaBrash’s musical adventures take him next! 
 
Website:  labrash.net 
 
Social Platforms/Followers:  

Spotify: Justin LaBrash (over 300K combined streams and 3K+ monthly listeners) 
Facebook: Justin LaBrash Singer/Songwriter (2.4K followers) 
Instagram: Justin LaBrash (1.1K followers) 
Twitter: @LabrashJustin (310 followers) 
TikTok: @justinlabrash (183 followers) 
YouTube: Justin LaBrash (313 subscribers with over 60K combined streams of 58 official videos) 


